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Welcome to the SYNT 2018
Dear participants, teachers, jurors and parents,
In 2017 we were surprised and delighted by the number of pupils participating at the debut of the Swiss
Young Naturalists‘ Tournament. Although the competition was new to everyone, we saw Science Fights on
a high level. The best partipicants were selected for the Swiss team who did exceedingly well at the International Young Naturalists‘ Tournament in China and almost landed a surprise triumph.
The SYNT 2018 will be even greater. The number of participants has almost doubled and there will be
teams from more schools. The tournament will be held at the University of Zurich Irchel. We are convinced
that this will be a fitting venue for our young competition.
The SYNT is only possible thanks to the generous financial contributions of our partners. Furthermore, we
are delighted to count on numerus volunteers, teachers and the organising committee to make the tournament successful.
It is our pleasure to welcome you to the SYNT 2018!
Pro IYPT-CH and Organising Committee

Visit www.synt.ch for the latest information on the SYNT 2018.
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IYNT
The International Young Naturalists‘ Tournament (IYNT, also see www.iynt.org), bridges gaps between natural sciences and inspires young students. The IYNT aims at promoting creative potential of teenagers
aged 12 through 16 who are eager to explore the world, experiment, work in teams, and gain new skills in
an international setting.
A so-called Science Fight resembles a scientific seminar and lines up three teams of six students each. The
teams in turn present and discuss their solutions to one of the problems and review the performances of
the other teams. They are then graded by a professional jury of research scientists and educators.
The problems of the IYNT are published one year prior to the tournament and come from various areas of
natural sciences. They are chosen such that no single correct solution exists and thus each presentation
will show different aspects of the problem. Careful preparation and creativity in solutions are as important
for creating a good impression, as is a good understanding of natural sciences.
In preparing for the IYNT students do not just learn how to tackle challenging science problems, but also
how to work in a team, use computers to collect and analyse data, present scientific results and debate.
The Science Fights are in English, helping the students prepare for their future at university where an increasing number of lectures and seminars are held in English.

Pro IYPT-CH
Pro IYPT-CH is the organisation behind the SYNT. The aim of Pro IYPT-CH is to make the idea behind the International Young Physicists‘ Tournament (IYPT) better known in Switzerland and to promote and support
the commitment of institutions, teachers and students. Since 2017 Pro IYPT-CH also focuses on younger students interested in science and offers a new tournament: the Swiss Young Naturalists’ Tournament (SYNT).
Beside organising the Swiss tournaments SYNT and SYPT, the SYNT Workshop and the SYPT Physics Week,
the tasks of Pro IYPT-CH include the promotion of SYNT and SYPT, the selection and preparation of the
Swiss teams for the IYNT and IYPT, as well as the coaching during these tournaments. If you would like to
support Pro IYPT-CH and the SYNT/SYPT and would like to be informed about our activities, you are very
welcome to become a member. Please contact Lioba Heimbach (see below) to get more information about
membership or register online (www.synt.ch).
President:

Samuel Byland, MNG Rämibühl Zürich (samuel.byland@synt.ch)

Members:

Lioba Heimbach, ETH Zürich (members@synt.ch)

Website:

www.synt.ch
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Agenda of the SYNT 2018
Date:

Saturday, 3 March 2018

Venue: University of Zurich Irchel
Fees:

Participation at the SYNT is completely free. Lunch and dinner are offered by the organiser. Train
tickets will be refunded after the tournament. Train tickets (half-fare return tickets, 2nd class) can
be reimbursed via our website (www.synt.ch) within two weeks after the tournament.

Schedule
from 8:15
9:00
9:30
10:30
12:30
13:30
15:30
16:00
17:45
18:15

Arrival, coffee & orange juice (in front of Y15-G-100)
Address of welcome (Y15-G-20)
Team photos (Y15-G20)/Jury Meeting (Y16-G-05)
Science Fights round 1 (See Fight Plan p. 8)
Lunch (in front of Y15-G-100)
Science Fights round 2 (See Fight Plan p. 9)
Coffee (in front of Y15-G-100)
Final Fight (Y15-G-20)
Award Ceremony (Y15-G-20)
Apéro Riche (in front of Y15-G-100)
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Problems for the SYNT 2018
1. Buffon‘s needle: Draw a series of parallel equally spaced lines on a horizontal surface. Pick a bunch of sticks (e.g. matches or
needles) slightly shorter or longer than the separation between the lines, and randomly drop them on the surface. It is claimed that the number of times the sticks cross the lines allows estimating the constant π to a high precision. What accuracy
can you achieve?
2. All roads lead to Rome: Open a random Wikipedia article and click on the first link in the article. Keep clicking on the first
link of each following article. It is argued that you will quickly end up on the page Philosophy. Investigate whether this is
true. How can one describe such an observation?
3. Annoying foreground objects: Look at a flat photograph. What methods allow you to tell which objects were closer and
which were farther from the camera when the shot was taken? Design and create a photograph that violates the intuitive
judgment of relative distances.
4. Making quark: Quark, cottage cheese, and similar varieties of white acid-set cheese can be produced from milk. Investigate
this process experimentally and study the properties of the resulting product.
5. Collision: A highly elastic Super Ball collides with a rigid surface. How can one determine the collision time? Propose various
techniques and compare the experimental results.
6. Eye color: In certain human populations, genetics allows predicting inheritance of eye color among family members. In
other populations of the present day World, nearly everyone has the same eye color. What information is it possible to determine about the eye colors in both distant and close ancestors, descendants, and relatives of one living person?
7. Worms: Earthworms change the mechanical properties of soil and make the soil more porous. Investigate this process and
introduce quantitative parameters.
8. Fair coin: In many cases, disputes are resolved with a coin toss. It is presumed that this procedure gives equal chances of
winning to both sides. Investigate how the chances depend on the tossing mechanism and the coin properties.
9. Bottle tone: Take an empty bottle and blow air across its mouth to produce a sound. Now fill the bottle with some water and
study how the sound changes.
10. Greenhouse: A hot object placed in the open air would gradually cool down. We can slow down this process by containing
the object in a greenhouse. Compare different mechanisms of heat loss by the object and explain how the presence of a
greenhouse affects them.
11. Fame: Some people in the modern World are considered ‘famous’ since they frequently appear in the news, TV, and social
media. Suggest a quantitative parameter of such ‘fame’, and build lists of persons that are sorted according to this parameter.
12. Occulted stars: Investigate the optical effects that can occur when the Moon passes in front of a star.
13. Invent Yourself: Blood pressure: Study the accuracy of various methods to measure blood pressure. Propose an interesting
study involving blood pressure and pulse.
14. Invent Yourself: Dendrochronology: Annual growth rings of trees are often used to date important historical events or
environmental conditions of the past. Suggest and perform an investigation using various tree rings samples.
15. Invent Yourself: Laserpointer: Suggest an interesting optical study involving a beam from a laser pointer.
16. Invent Yourself: Granular materials: Suggest a study involving properties and behavior of granular materials.
17. Invent Yourself: Chronophotographic gun: Étienne-Jules Marey pioneered the use of time resolved photography to study
physiology of humans and animals, and in particular their postures and locomotion. Propose a quantitative study of important physiological functions or parameters that would require analysis of similarly taken videos.

(Problems from www.iynt.org)
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Fight Plan SYNT 2018

Round 1 (Saturday, 3 March, 10:30 - 12:30)
Fight

1.1

Room
Y16-G-05

Reporter

Opponent

Observer

EA Gang

Dominant Siblings

Depression and
Obsession

Ayman

Amin

4 Making quark

Dominant Siblings

Lilli

Klein

6 Eye color

Faust

3 Annoying foreground object Emanuel

Depression and Obsession

Samuel

Fight

1.2

Room

Opponent

Observer
So Basic

Selina

Saglam

4 Making quark

Banerjee

9 Bottle tone

Aschwanden

6 Eye color

Observer

Marion

Ospelt

4 Making quark

Nicholas

6 Eye color

Comlekci

9 Bottle tone

Observer

Noelle

Schmitt

4 Making quark

Smith

13 Invent Yourself: Blood pressure Constantin

Radvanyi

8 Fair coin

Observer

Esther

Thomet

4 Making quark

Beck

9 Bottle tone

Tata

6 Eye color

Rainbow Riders

Frauenlob

Observer

Christopher

Coddington

4 Making quark

Carmine

Puopolo
Got Science?

Uncharted 4

Matt

9 Bottle tone

Weber

6 Eye color

Michaela

Gügler
DACT

Got Science?

Vishwas

Balla

Reporter

Opponent

Observer

Greenhouse Cheese

Unknown

Cooper Pair

Margot

Lurie

4 Making quark

Noah

Rosenbaum
Greenhouse Cheese

Cooper Pair

Harmann

9 Bottle tone

Ida

Ehmele
Unknown

Greenhouse Cheese

Lombardo

8 Fair coin

David

Fankhauser

Reporter

Opponent

Observer

Event Horizon's

Sub-Zero

The Hot Plates

Samuel

Züllig

4 Making quark

Sean James Victor

Fairbairn
Event Horizon's

The Hot Plates

Ouendag

6 Eye color

Yadala Chanchu

5 Collision

Noah

Gellner
Sub-Zero

Event Horizon's

Shivram

Sambhus

Reporter

Opponent

Observer

Radiating Rennet

The Lab Rats

Mad Scientists

Matteo
Henry

Markel

4 Making quark

Yvan

Ledan

9 Bottle tone

The P.A.B.

Y11-G-42

Briac

Plaum

William

3 Annoying foreground object Conner

Radiating Rennet

Mayweg
The Lab Rats

Claeys

Opponent
Chaos Theory

Werner-Guichebaron

6 Eye color

Konrad

Jaszcz

The P.A.B.

Chaos Theory

Henri

Klee

Radiating Rennet

1.10 Reporter

Room

Jade
Mad Scientists

Mad Scientists

8

Lucas

Uncharted 4

The Lab Rats

Fight

Pillay

Opponent

LohithSai

Y11-F-49

Rohini

DACT

The Hot Plates

1.9

Quarkum Mechanics

Reporter

Charles

Room

Frick

Quarkum Mechanics

Sub-Zero

Fight

Sebastian Albert
Dark Matter

Got Science?

Giulia

Y36-J-33

Gogate
Dark Matter

Cooper Pair

Room

The Basics

Rainbow Riders

Hubertus

1.8

Aayush

The Radiating
Cheese

Quarkum Mechanics

Unknown

Fight

Burckhardt

Opponent

Julia

Y36-K-08

Stampes-Blackbrun

The Radiating Cheese

Uncharted 4

1.7

Isabela
Space Cows

Reporter

Dimitri

Room

OneStone

Herberstein
Space Cows

DACT

Fight

Ida

Opponent

Esha

Y23-G-04

Marida

Huber

The Basics

Linus

1.6

Max

Reporter

Dark Matter

Room

Stuart

Marida

Rainbow Riders

Fight

Callum
Excellent Earth

The Radiating Cheese

Jonas

Y22-F-68

Zenger
Excellent Earth

Space Cows

Room

Laurin
OneStone

Caroline

1.5

Reactive Boys

Marida

The Basics

Fight

LE Scientists

Howald

Opponent

Filiz

Y22-F-62

Deborah
LE Scientists

Excellent Earth

1.4

Ribes Espurz

Reporter

Nathan

Room

Gil
So Basic

OneStone

Fight

Dominant Siblings

Guntli

Reactive Boys

So Basic

Y21-F-70

EA Gang

Sutter

Reporter

Siddhartha

Room

Dylan
EA Gang

Reactive Boys

1.3

Klein

LE Scientists

Y21-D-68a Esra

Fight

Michael
Depression and Obsession

Staehelin

7 Worms

Parth

Nigam

Fight Plan SYNT 2018

Round 2 (Saturday, 3 March, 13:30 - 15:30)
Fight

2.1

Room
Y16-G-05

Reporter

Opponent

Observer

Space Cows

The Hot Plates

EA Gang

Constantin

Burckhardt

1 Buffon's needle

The Hot Plates

Noah

Gellner

10 Greenhouse

EA Gang

Emanuel

Fight

2.2

Room

9 Bottle tone

Observer
Unknown

Nigam

5 Collision

Klee

10 Greenhouse

Rosenbaum

2 All roads lead to Rome

Observer

Ida

Ehmele

15 Invent Yourself: Laser pointer Filiz

Huber

7 Worms

Frick

3 Annoying foreground object Giulia

Opponent

Observer
Uncharted 4

Shivram

Sambhus

1 Buffon's needle

Mayweg

10 Greenhouse

Gügler

8 Fair coin

Sean James Victor

Fairbairn

1 Buffon's needle

Puopolo

5 Collision

Howald

3 Annoying foreground object Charles

DACT

Ouendag

Opponent

Observer
Greenhouse Cheese

Rohini

Pillay

5 Collision

Henri

Staehelin
Dark Matter

Greenhouse Cheese

Jaszcz

13 Invent Yourself: Blood pressure Margot

Fankhauser

10 Greenhouse

Lurie
Chaos Theory

Dark Matter

Esha

Tata

Reporter

Opponent

Observer

The Basics

Got Science?

Dominant Siblings

Isabela

Stampes-Blackbrun

10 Greenhouse

Christopher

Coddington
The Basics

Dominant Siblings

Balla

7 Worms

Lilli

Klein
Got Science?

The Basics

Klein

9 Bottle tone

Caroline

Smith

Reporter

Opponent

Observer

LE Scientists

OneStone

The Radiating
Cheese

Laurin

Aayush

Zenger

7 Worms

Nathan

Nicholas

LE Scientists

The Radiating Cheese

Stuart

5 Collision

Noelle

Schmitt
OneStone

LE Scientists

Gogate

10 Greenhouse

Esra

Saglam

Reporter

Opponent

Observer

Marida

Radiating Rennet

Reactive Boys

Ida

Herberstein

6 Eye color

Radiating Rennet

Conner
Gil

Claeys

10 Greenhouse

Quarkum Mechanics

Y11-G-42

Lucas

Ribes Espurz

5 Collision

Siddhartha

Marida

Banerjee
Radiating Rennet

Marion

Ospelt

Opponent
Depression and Obsession

Frauenlob

5 Collision

Depression and Obsession

Dylan

Markel

Marida

2.10 Reporter

Room

Matteo
Reactive Boys

Reactive Boys

Fight

Aschwanden

Chaos Theory

The Radiating Cheese

Y11-F-49

Selina

Reporter

Callum

2.9

Sub-Zero

Sub-Zero

OneStone

Room

Matt

Dark Matter

Michael

Fight

Dimitri
So Basic

Dominant Siblings

Y36-J-33

Züllig

Observer

Vishwas

Room

Samuel

So Basic

Got Science?

2.8

Mad Scientists

DACT

David

Fight

Event Horizon's

Weber

Sub-Zero

Greenhouse Cheese

Y36-K-08

Julia

Opponent

Konrad

2.7

Plaum

Event Horizon's

Chaos Theory

Room

Yvan
Uncharted 4

Reporter

Deborah

Fight

Excellent Earth

Lombardo

Mad Scientists

Carmine

Y23-G-04

Cooper Pair

Beck

Reporter

So Basic

2.6

Linus
Cooper Pair

DACT

Room

Comlekci

Rainbow Riders

Event Horizon's

Michaela

Fight

Werner-Guichebaron
Rainbow Riders

Uncharted 4

Y22-F-68

Briac
Excellent Earth

William

Room

The Lab Rats

Cooper Pair

Mad Scientists

2.5

The P.A.B.

Harmann

Opponent

Sebastian Albert

Fight

Hubertus
The P.A.B.

Rainbow Riders

Y22-F-62

Ledan

Reporter

Max

2.4

Henry
Unknown

Excellent Earth

Room

The Hot Plates

Radvanyi

Opponent

Noah

Fight

Jonas
The Lab Rats

Unknown

Y21-F-70

Space Cows

Amin

Reporter

Jade

Room

Ayman
Space Cows

Guntli

The Lab Rats

2.3

Yadala Chanchu

The P.A.B.

Y21-D-68a Parth

Fight

LohithSai
EA Gang

Samuel

Faust

Quarkum Mechanics

Sutter

8 Fair coin

Esther

Thomet
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Regulations for the SYNT 2018
1.

Swiss Young Naturalists’ Tournament

The Swiss Young Naturalists’ Tournament (SYNT) is a science competition for students up to 16 years old (students must not
turn 17 years during the calendar year of the respective tournament). Participants are challenged to prepare a theoretical and
experimental solution to a complex problem and to present and defend their solution in a debate (Science Fight) against the
opposing team’s scrutiny.
The SYNT takes place on one day (e.g. Saturday) before the International Young Naturalists’Tournament (IYNT) of the same year
(i.e. usually between March and May). The tournament is organised by the association Pro IYPT-CH.
To facilitate preparation for students wishing to participate at the SYNT, Pro IYPT-CH organises the SYNT Science Workshop. The
SYNT Science Workshop is a three-day long preparation course during which participants can conduct measurements and learn
the basic skills required at the SYNT. The SYNT Science Workshop takes place a few weeks prior to the SYNT.
The problems for the SYNT are selected from the IYNT problems. They are published on the SYNT website (www.synt.ch) at least
four months before the tournament.

2.

Website

Important information (deadlines, problems, results, etc.) about the SYNT and the Swiss team at the IYNT are published on the
SYNT website (www.synt.ch).

3.

Preregistration and Application

The deadline for registration is published on the website at least two months in advance. This date applies both for students
wishing to participate at the SYNT and the SYNT Workshop as well as for students who only wish to participate at the SYNT.
Students can register online on the SYNT website, only complete applications will be considered. An application is only valid
once the student has received a confirmation email from Pro IYPT-CH. Pro IYPT-CH is obliged to confirm applications within two
working days of the registration deadline.
There are two possible ways to apply:

 Team: Any two participants from any school in Switzerland (including international Schools) can register as a team
of two students. There can be several teams from the same school.
 Individual participants: The organiser will try to match students applying as individuals with other students to
form teams.
Each student in a team must present a solution to a different problem.

4.

Fees

The participation at the SYNT and SYNT Science Workshop is free.

5.

Preparation

Pro IYPT-CH organises the SYNT Science Workshop during which the students receive coaching and can prepare for the tournament. In addition, Pro IYPT-CH seeks the support of universities and research institutes (e.g. ETH, Empa, Science Lab, etc.) to
allow the students to use adequate experimental equipment where the schools cannot provide this or to get in contact with
experts in the respective field.

6.

Science Fights

All teams participate in two rounds of preliminary Science Fights. The fight plan is published at least a week before the start of
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the SYNT. Every student in a team takes the role of Reporter and Opponent exactly once. The Science Fights are in English.

7.

Science Fight Regulations

7.1. Stages and Time Schedule
The Science Fights are led by a jury chairperson, the chairperson introduces the different phases of a Science Fight.
At the start of a round the jury members and the teams briefly introduce themselves.
A Science Fight with two teams is divided into two stages. In each stage the roles of the Reporter and Opponent are assigned
according to the table below. If there are teams with more than two students or Science Fights with more than two teams, similar schemes apply..
Sciece Fight with two teams
Stage

1

2

Team 1

Rep

Opp

Team 2

Opp

Rep

The tasks for the two students actively involved in a fight are as follows:

 The Reporter presents her/his solution for the selected problem. The solution is expected to cover at least an important
aspect of the problem and to include a theoretical model and an experimental/practical approach to verify this model. The
solution should be understandable for a secondary school student.

 The Opponent asks clarifying and critical questions and points out possible shortcomings and mistakes in the solution
presented by the Reporter. She/he shows the presentation’s strengths and weaknesses. The discussion must be based on
the solution presented by the Reporter (not on the Opponent’s). A good Opponent should lead the discussion in a way that
both participants can learn something new.
The Science Fight follows a strict timetable (see table below). After the time reserved for a phase has been used up no new
thought may be added. If the preparation time is over, the time for the next phase is started.
Phase

Time (total 30‘)

Presentation of the Reporter

8‘

Clarifying questions of the Opponent to the Reporter

3‘

Preparation of the Opponent

3‘

Statement by the Opponent

4‘

Discussion between Opponent and Reporter

5‘

Concluding Remarks of the Opponent

1‘

Concluding Remarks of the Reporter

1‘

Clarifying questions of the jury to all speakers

5‘

7.2. Team Work and Aids
During a Science Fight the team members can communicate with each other. Support from outside the team (e.g. from their
science teacher) is strictly forbidden.
The internet may be used to access a dictionary, encyclopaedia or similar, but not for communication.
During each stage of a Science Fight there is only one active participant per team. The other team members can help with give
technical support or written notes. In exceptional circumstances can the chairperson allow short comments from the other
team members.
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8.

Jury

The jury is organised by Pro IYPT-CH. Each jury consists of a chair person who ensures that the SYNT-regulations are obeyed and
other jurors.
At the end of every stage the jury assesses the performances and every juror shows marks from 1 to 30 for the Reporter and
from 1 to 20 for the Opponent. The score for a team corresponds to the weighted average (highest and lowest mark with 50 %,
all others with 100 %).

9.

Ranking

The grades of each fight are used to make a team ranking and an individual ranking. Both rankings will be published.

10. Final Fight
The two teams with the highest total score (team ranking) after two rounds qualify for the Final Fight. In case of two teams in
second place with the same total score the more balanced individual scores are preferred. In the Final Fight the second team
after second rounds presents first, the first team last.
Within thirty minutes after announcing the participants of the Final Fight, the teams notify the organiser of their favourite problem. If both teams intend to present the same problem, the better-placed team has higher priority. The accepted problems are
announced immediately.
The Final Fight follows the same regulations as the normal Science Fights. In a team of two every team member must be on
stage in at least one role.

11. Absence of a Team Member
In case a team member is unexpectedly unable to attend the SYNT the team must report this to the organisers immediately.
In case a team is reduced to only one team member, the remaining team member may find one additional helper who is eligible
to participate at the SYNT and is not active in another fight. The helper is not allowed to take a role on stage. The organisers must
be informed immediately.
The team is then expected to perform the roles of the missing team members. The grades do not count for the individual ranking.
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12. Team Selection
Six students can qualify to represent Switzerland at the International Young Naturalists’ Tournament (IYNT).
The members of the winning team are directly qualified, unless a team member missed one of his/her stages in the preliminary
rounds. Other team members are selected by Pro IYPT-CH. For this Pro IYPT-CH considers the individual ranking as well as further
criteria.
In case a member is unable to be part of the IYNT team Pro IYPT-CH will approach further candidates.

13. Disciplinary Action and Violations of Regulations
RegulationsParticipants or teams that violate the SYNT regulations can be sanctioned by a point deduction of up to 30 points
per participant or disqualification.
All participants must behave in an appropriate manner. Unfair behaviour can lead to point deduction of up to 30 points per
participant or disqualification.
The final decision on any possible sanctions is taken by Pro IYPT-CH.

14. Appeal
In case one or several participant or juror feels an action or behavior of an individual or group does not comply with the SYNT
regulations, he or she may choose to report this. The procedure is as follows:
For incidents not concerning grading:

 For incidents that occurred during a fight round: The incident must first be reported to the chair of the jury. In case the
matter cannot be resolved the incident may be reported to the organisers. Pro IYPT-CH will decide on further actions or
consequences.

 For incidents that occurred outside a fight room: The incident must be reported to the organisers. Pro IYPT-CH will decide
on further actions or consequences.
For incidents concerning grading:

 The incident must be reported to the organisers no later than one hour after the respective fight round finished. The report
must include a justification why the grading should be reconsidered. Pro IYPT-CH will then make a final decision. Pro IYPTCH will in any case justify its decision towards the involved parties.
Note: A retrospective change of a grade or its weighting will only be considered in extreme cases. Due to organisational reasons
any change of grades will only influence the individual ranking.

15. Responsibilities
The regulations have been approved by the association Pro IYPT-CH.
Zurich, 27 November 2017
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Ranking, Team Selection and Awards
In addition to the team ranking, a ranking of the scores of all participants (individual ranking) is published.
The latter is based on the weighted sum of all individual scores in the first two rounds. The team with the
highest score in the Final Fight wins the SYNT Team Competition.
Six participants are chosen to represent Switzerland at the International Young Naturalists’ Tournament
(IYNT). The members of the winning team are directly qualified. The other members of the Swiss team are
selected by Pro IYPT-CH (in cooperation with the jury). For this, the performance in the preliminary rounds
will be considered, including the individual ranking as well as other criteria such as teamworking skills or
scientific understanding.
Students who qualify for the IYNT will receive an invitation via email which has to be accepted within four
days. The members of the Swiss teams are expected to work on further problems for the IYNT and participate at preparation sessions.
All participants receive a certificate confirming their successful participation at the SYNT, and a small gift.
The final teams and up to five additional teams will be awarded with medals and attractive prizes.
Rankings are published on www.synt.ch.
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Marking Guidelines
Presentation:
•

Structure (balanced theoretical and experimental parts, focus on relevant results)

•

Comprehensibility (adequate level, good visuals, clear statements)

•

Completeness (greater context of problem, relevant parameters introduced, theoretical prediction for relevant aspects, comparison with own measurements, questions in task answered,
bibliography)

•

Scientifically correct (experiments well documented, valid approach and conclusions, consistent notation, units)

•

Diagrams (correct axis labels, error bars, justified fit functions, fit parameters with correct units,
conclusions drawn from results, deviations from fit function or theory discussed)

•

Errors (reasonable error estimates, properly rounded results, comparison with theoretical predictions and/or literature)

•

Layout (appealing and consistent design, titles, slide numbers, captions for figures and table,
formulae set with formula editor)

Discussion :
•

Analytical skills (grasp strengths and weaknesses, reaction to new ideas)

•

Understanding of natural sciences (broad and deep knowledge base, quickly grasps new concepts)

•

Politeness (objective and constructive feedback, polite and calm discussion, persistent but fair)

•

Course of discussion (Opponent leads the discussion without dominating, active and equal
participation in discussion of Reporter/Opponent, discussion of relevant aspects whilst sticking to solution of the Reporter, clearly stating own opinion)

Personal Skills:
•

Language (understandable English, clear pronounciation, vivid speech, convincing body language)

•

Teamwork (shares and explains own results, helps team with own skills, persuasive and motivating personality)

•

Reaction to critique (can accept critique and reacts in a positive way)
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Pro IYPT-CH and the SYNT are greatly supported by:
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